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Introduction
• Most feature pyramids just map the objects to feature maps with relevant square receptive fields, but rarely pay attention to the aspect ratio

variation. It will lead to a poor match between rectangular objects and assigned features with square receptive fields, thus preventing from accurate
recognition and location.

• The information propagation among feature layers is sparse, namely, each feature in the pyramid may mainly or only contain single-level information,
which is not representative enough for classification and localization sub-tasks.

• Bidirectional Matrix Feature Pyramid Network (BMFPN) is proposed to address these issues in this paper. The receptive fields of the designed
feature layers have various scales and aspect ratios. Objects can be assigned to appropriate and representative feature maps with relevant receptive
fields. Moreover, it forms bidirectional and reticular information flow, which effectively fuses multi-level information.

Problems
1. Statistical analysis of annotated bounding
boxes (bboxes) in MS COCO.

There are quite a few slender and stubby ob-
jects in MS COCO.Not only the scale variation
but also the aspect ratio variation should also
be taken into account.
2. Examples of objects assignment when a slen-
der object is mapped to a layer with rectangular
receptive filed.

The poor match between objects and assigned
features is bound to occur among a rectangular
and a square receptive filed.
3. The information propagation among feature
layers is sparse in most typical feature pyra-
mids. For example, FPN [1] only forms a top-
down pathway to propagate high-level informa-
tion. Each feature in the pyramid may mainly or
only contain single-level information, thus lim-
iting the detection performance.

Methods

The features C3-C5 extracted from backbone are fed into our BMFPN. Then the feature pyramids
are used for further predictions. Our methods is based on FCOS [2] and its center-ness branch is
modified with our Gaussian center-ness branch.

TDM builds multiple top-down pathways to propagate high-level information from deep layers to
shallow layers with de-convolution. Then only five diagonal layers in TDM are fed into BUM for
computation reduction. BUM aims to construct a feature pyramid whose receptive field has different
scales and aspect ratios. Owing to the asymmetric strides in dilated convolutions, the receptive fields
of non-diagonal feature layers change to a rectangular region.

Results
GCB DLGM TDM BUM AP AP50 AP75 APS APM APL

36.7 55.8 39.2 21.0 40.7 48.4
X 37.0 55.9 39.5 21.3 40.9 48.6

X 33.2 49.9 35.4 14.5 36.1 47.8
X X 37.6 56.7 40.3 21.0 41.5 49.6
X X 36.5 53.0 39.3 16.9 40.6 52.2
X X X 39.7 57.7 42.8 22.4 44.4 53.0

X X X X 40.0 57.7 43.1 22.8 44.5 53.4

With all these components added to FCOS [2],
improvement on AP is 3.3% over baselines. The
results shows that large size instances contribute
most(+5.0%). And it makes more accurate de-
tection with 3.9% improvement on AP75. Be-
sides, as is shown in the visualization results, our
model is better at finding challenging instances,
such as very thin and obscured objects.

Conclusion
In this paper, the popular feature pyramids used in ad-
vanced object detectors is reinvestigated. It is found that
a poor match between objects and feature maps exists in
these approaches, thus preventing from accurate recog-
nition and location. Besides, we reveal that the sparse
information flow in the pyramid can not provide repre-
sentative enough information for model prediction. Bidi-
rectional Matrix Feature Pyramid Network is proposed
to address these issues. It constructs a feature pyramid
whose receptive fields have various scales and aspect ra-
tios. And it forms bidirectional and reticular information
flow, which effectively fuses multi-level information. To
evaluate our proposed architecture, an anchor-free detec-
tor is designed and trained by integrating BMFPN into
FCOS [2]. Extensive experiments demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of the proposed architecture and novel modules.
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